
SOLAR 
POOL HEATING

HARNESS THE 
POWER OF THE SUN



Established in 1990, Supreme Heating 
is a proud Australian owned company 
specialising in sustainable solutions 
for pool heating, hot water and solar 
electrical applications. 

Supreme Heating has designed and 
installed pool heating systems across 
Australia, from residential pools to 
commercial pools, and have earned a 
reputation for being one of the most 
trusted pool heating companies in 
Australia. 

Our team is committed to helping you 
take control of your rising energy costs, 
at the same time choosing a solution to 
maximise efficiencies and comfort levels. 
We achieve this by delivering innovative, 
renewable and sustainable solutions with 
quality products.

Our National Support Office and 
showroom in Bundoora, Victoria is home 
to our Research and Development team 
and sophisticated test facility. We have 
sales and support offices nationwide, 
and a network of distributors and agents 
operating throughout the Australasian 
region. 

Our objective is to identify and provide 
pool heating, hot water or solar electrical 
solutions to suit the often unique and 
individual needs of a family or business. 
Our skilled team tailor each system to 
deliver the most efficient and sustainable 
outcome available. Support continues 
beyond the installation ensuring a 
smooth transition.

At Supreme Heating we embrace our 
values. Business is conducted with 
honesty, integrity, respect, transparency 
and passion.

Our dedication to our employees, 
customers and community, fuelled by 
our passion for providing innovative, 
renewable and sustainable solutions, has 
been the foundation of our success and 
will continue to drive Supreme Heating 
for years to come.

ABOUT 
SUPREME 
HEATING



SOLAR 
POOL HEATING

SOLAR HEATING IS THE MOST 

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY WAY TO 

HEAT YOUR SWIMMING POOL. WHILST 

PERFORMANCE IS RELIANT ON SEASONAL 

CONDITIONS, SOLAR REMAINS THE 

ULTIMATE IN LOW EMISSION POOL HEATING

Swimming pools are a great source of exercise and entertainment. 
Solar pool heating is the most energy efficient and cost effective 
way of heating your pool. Increase the use of your pool by up to six 
months using the free energy of the sun.

Solar systems may vary, but the principal remains the same. Pool 
water is circulated through the collector, usually mounted on the 
roof, where heat is absorbed from the suns free energy and the 
heated water is then returned to the pool.

The amount of heat absorbed and the subsequent increase in pool 
temperature depends on the system design, size of collector, and 
the type of control system used.

• Extended swimming season
• Saves energy and reduces carbon footprint
• Provides the lowest annual operating costs
• Reduced maintenance
• Protected from rising utility costs
• Gives you a return on your investment
• Performing when you want to swim



STICK IT WHERE THE SUN DOES SHINE
We pride ourselves on delivering a system designed 
to suit your individual application. Our service 
includes meeting with the client to assist and 
support them in designing a system that is specific 
to their lifestyle, architecture and landscape.
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LET THE SUN DO THE WORK
Supreme Heating’s solar range has a proven 
track record with over 25 years of innovative 
design improvements and installations. We know 
that our extraordinary product design ensures 
the very minimum in ongoing maintenance.
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HARNESS THE POWER OF THE SUN
Supreme Heating’s passion and commitment 
to providing our customers with innovative 
and energy efficient products ensures minimal 
impact on the environment. Solar pool heating 
produces zero greenhouse emissions, saving 
energy and reducing running costs.
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SAVE ENERGY

NOBODY TAXES THE SUN
Using the sun’s free energy is without a doubt 
the most cost effective way to heat your pool, 
and has been for centuries. Our unique solar 
designs will rapidly absorb the heat from the 
sun, slashing your bills and saving you money.

REDUCE BILLS

SAVE MONEY

ENHANCE YOUR LIFESTYLE
We understand that a pool is a considerable 
investment. To maximise your pool use during 
the swimming season, we have a diverse range 
of solar systems, guaranteeing a lifetime of 
family fun and entertainment.
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BE BRIGHT, 
CHOOSE SOLAR
THE MOST RESOURCEFUL INVENTION 
UNDER THE SUN



INNOVATION

HEATSEEKER PLUS
Our first significant leap of innovation was in traditional strip solar pool heating. Designed and developed in 1992 by 
company founder and director, Colin Mauger, Heatseeker Plus introduced an elliptical shaped profile collector. Utilising 
the available energy from the sun, Heatseeker Plus allows increased exposure to solar radiation providing greater 
efficiencies.

Innovation is born of necessity, and continued innovation is central to the success of Supreme Heating. By seeking to  
understand our customers, their needs, and the way they use swimming pools and spas, we have gained insights that 
encourage us to continuously rethink and improve pool heating systems.

We analyse trends and developments in the pool and spa industry so that our products can evolve to suit the 
changing environment of housing design and outdoor living spaces. As an industry leader, our obsession with quality 
and performance drives Supreme Heating further in product development every day.

SUPREME HEATING HAVE BEEN LEADING THE INDUSTRY WITH PRODUCT 

INNOVATIONS SINCE THE EARLY 1990’S. PIONEERING NEW, SUSTAINABLE ENERGY 

EFFICIENT SOLAR PRODUCTS SUCH AS HEATSEEKER PLUS, OUR COMMITMENT 

TO DESIGN, CREATIVITY AND CONTINUED INNOVATION IS WHAT REALLY 

DIFFERENTIATES US AS A COMPANY.



SOLAR POOL HEATING
EFFICIENT    AFFORDABLE    SUSTAINABLE

HARNESS THE POWER OF THE SUN
Designed to minimise running costs and CO² emissions, our range of Heatseeker 
strip solar pool heating is a reliable, high performance product which is capable of 
increasing your water temperature by approximately 10°C, ensuring you, your family 
and pool friendly neighbours get maximum fun, value and exercise out of that big 
watery investment in the backyard.

HEATSEEKER PROFILE
The sun provides a certain amount of energy per m² for our collector to absorb. 
The Heatseeker profile is made from a specially formulated PVC nitrile material 
which capitalises on the available energy from the sun. The use of this material 
also eliminates the problem of premature failure in EPDM rubber based collectors, 
known as ‘tea leafing’. Each system is designed to suit the individual application, 
pool size, filtration equipment and roof type, which an expert  consultant will 
consider when designing a Heatseeker system that is perfect for you and your pool.

AUSTRALIA’S ONLY FULL LENGTH MANIFOLD

Available with both Heatseeker and Heatseeker Plus solar pool 
heating, Supreme Heating has carefully researched and designed 
the manifold with the highest quality materials and leading edge 
construction techniques. This ensures outstanding strength and 
durability far superior to any other system.

Prefabricated in one continuous length, our manifold reduces leak 
potential which is common in sectional type manifolds.

• Simple to install and service 
•  Custom length to suit individual site requirements
• No parts glued together
• Strong sonic welded barbs
• One continuous length

•  Blends into roof line, appearing almost invisible
• Maximum leak protection
•  Sleeves provide improved pressure resistance (where required)
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AUSTRALIAN MADE, BRINGING BACKYARD DREAMS TO LIFE!
We understand when it comes to heating your pool there can be no compromise on 
quality. Supreme Heating’s Heatseeker and Heatseeker Plus solar pool heating systems 
are 100% Australian made using premium quality products that are made to Australia’s 
high health and safety standards.

EXCLUSIVE TO SUPREME HEATING
With over 25 year’s infield service, Heatseeker Plus was designed and 
developed by Supreme Heating director Colin Mauger in 1992.

HEATSEEKER PLUS PROFILE
Enhanced elliptical profile for increased exposure and rapid 
performance

Heatseeker Plus is made from a specially formulated PVC 
nitrile material featuring an elliptical profile, allowing up to 30% 
more exposure to solar radiation and therefore greater efficiencies. 
Heatseeker Plus offers increased wall thickness, a lower profile and less 
spacing between tubes resulting in up to 25% more tubing than other 
systems. The Heatseeker Plus solar pool heating system is also available 
for commercial applications.

30% more exposure
same volume of water

Durable
Thick wall

Original
Round
1mm ø

Heatseeker
Plus

2mm ø

Low profile tubes
No shading

ROUND VS ELLIPTICAL
The elliptical shaped profile 

allows up to 30% more exposure 
to solar radiation and has a 

higher efficiency rating

INCREASED WALL THICKNESS
Maximum durability and 

protection against exposure to 
the Australian sun

LOW PROFILE
Spaced closer together 

without shading each other, we 
incorporate up to 25% 

more tubing

LESS DEBRIS
Collects less debris which 

ensures consistent performance 
and eliminates maintenance

HEATSEEKER PLUS - HEAT FASTER, SWIM SOONER
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GREATER STRENGTH AND DURABILITY
Heatseeker Suntuf is by far the most durable and cost effective way of heating 
your swimming pool. With large heat rises of over 10°C, your swimming pool will 
be transformed into a tropical oasis that creates greater lifestyle choices based 
around family and friends.

Extensive research, development and testing has gone into the refinement of 
Heatseeker Suntuf. The panels are injection moulded from a high-grade formulated 
polymer, selected for its outstanding heat transfer properties and its exceptional 
durability. The seamless one-piece construction eliminates any welds or joins, 
ensuring long lasting performance. The Suntuf panels are UV stabilised and 
designed to withstand extreme weather conditions.

Heatseeker Suntuf’s modular design allows the creation of a solar system, which 
is easily installed and adaptable to a variety of roof configurations. The modular 
panels are connected together via reinforced watertight unions without the need 
for gluing or the use of clamps, guaranteeing a robust leak free connection. Suntuf 
panels are securely fastened to the roof via a series of custom-built roof clamps 
designed to allow for expansion and contraction.

Each Suntuf panel consists of a multitude of miniature solar absorber tubes to 
maximise its surface area exposed to the sun. The solar absorber’s thick circular wall 
structure is highly resistant to birds and hail.



TECHNICAL DATA AND SPECIFICATIONS
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SPECIFICATIONS
PANEL LENGTH 1.4 M 2.4 M 2.9 M 3.4 M 3.9 M
Panel width m 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60

Overall surface area  m2 0.84 1.44 1.74 2.04 2.34

Effective surface 
area m2 1.03 1.70 2.04 2.38 2.72

Required flow rate L/min 3.09 5.10 6.12 7.14 8.16

Weight dry kg 2.60 4.10 5.10 5.60 6.50

Weight wet kg 6.45 9.12 10.70 11.74 13.21

Filled area weight kg/m2 7.67 6.33 6.15 5.75 5.65

No. of tube supports ea 3 5 7 8 10



SMART CONTROL 
SOLUTIONS
A system you’ll love to use, offering 
greater control and functionality to 
seamlessly control your pool heating.

Supreme Heating’s range of solar 
controllers utilise the latest digital 
sensor technology and user friendly 
interfaces. They can be purpose built 
and modified to suit varying types 
of systems, and are available with 
optional wireless roof sensors which 
eliminate the need for conduit and 
underground wiring.

Benefits 
• Heating mode for normal operation
•  Standby mode for off-season 

maintenance
•  Manual mode for manual operation or 

pump installation tests
•  Adjustable temperature control for 

optimum comfort
•  Time clock for adjustable operation times
•  Filter timer for single/dual filter cycles

PURPOSE-BUILT 
SOLAR PUMPS
Supreme Heating’s purpose-built solar 
pumps are a proven, cost effective 
solution and the heart of any pool heating 
system. Because pool heating systems 
require precise flow rates and specific 
pressure to effectively allow pool water 
to circulate and heat, our pumps are 
individually engineered to suit optimum 
flow rates and maximum heat gain.

Benefits 
•  Optimised efficiency for correct flow 

rate and heat transfer into your pool
•  Thermoplastic body with glass 

reinforcements and UV additives for 
maximum durability

•  Quality components, rated for 
continuous operation, to guarantee 
an extended life cycle

•  Diffuser and balanced impeller system 
ensures low noise operation and 
offers constant flow and filtration at 
economical running costs.

For more information on Supreme 
Heating’s range of controllers and pumps, 
please visit supremeheating.com.au



POOL COVERS & ROLLERS

Pool and spa covers are without a doubt one of the great 
inventions in pool technology. Once the swimming pool is 
heated, the best way to ensure the heat stays there all year 
round is with a cover.

A pool or spa cover performs a multitude of tasks. Increasing 
heat retention and eliminating evaporation by up to 98% are 
the most obvious. They also reduce the operating costs in 
terms of maintenance and pool chemical consumption whilst 
keeping out debris commonly found in pools, such as dirt, 
leaves and insects.
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THE ULTIMATE ACCESSORY TO 
SOLAR POOL HEATING

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT SUPREME HEATING

PH 1300 787 978 
SUPREMEHEATING.COM.AU



MORE FROM 
SUPREME HEATING

INVERTER HEAT PUMPS
Heat pumps are a great alternative to gas heaters and are designed to efficiently 
and consistently heat a swimming pool using electricity. This technology is based 
on the same principals employed by air conditioners and refrigerators. The heat 
pump extracts latent heat from the atmosphere, with 80% of the required power 
coming from the air. The warmer it is, the better it works.

POOL COVERS & ROLLER SYSTEMS
Supreme Heating’s innovative range of Heatseeker Opal bubble pool covers will 
ensure your pool or spa meets modern day ecological requirements. 

HYBRID SOLAR ELECTRICITY + POOL HEATING
Simultaneously generate electricity and heated water for the pool with the 100% 
renewable Heatseeker DualSun hybrid solar PV thermal panel. As water flows through 
the heat exchanger integrated into the underside of the panel, it is heated whilst cooling 
the panel. This allows up to 20% more PV electrical generation, unlike standard PV 
panels which lose efficiency as the surface temperature increases.

Available from:

National Support Office
 
2/19 Enterprise Drive 
Bundoora VIC 3083 
P: (03) 9460 4200
info@supremeheating.com.au 
supremeheating.com.au

New South Wales
 
19/24 Anzac Avenue 
Smeaton Grange NSW 2567 
P: (02) 4648 4766
solar.nsw@supremeheating.com.au 

Queensland
 
Unit 4, 7-9 De Barnett Street 
Coomera QLD 4209 
P: (07) 3807 6308
contact@supremeheatingqld.com.au

South Australia
 
Unit 19, 11-31 Port Wakefield Road 
Gepps Cross, SA 5094
M: 0437 947 375

solarsa@supremeheating.com.au

Western Australia
 
South Fremantle WA 6162 
P: (08) 9433 5588
solar@supremeheating.com.au


